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ABSTRACT 

The continuity of traditional music and the numerous studies in the direction of 
ethnomusicology are the first indications of the contemporary man’s attitude toward 
folklore. As a syncretic process, the musical capacity of the traditional performer is 
based on the multitude of his/her traditional manifestations such as the process of 
variation, creation and adaptation, improvisation, affective aspects, etc. The study of 
traditional music results in the interdisciplinary blend between ethnomusicology and 
the psychology of art. Because all the psychoacoustic and sociological processes of 
cultivated music can be found in traditional music, this proves that man’s affective 
nature, as well as social conditions are the main sources of the necessity for musical 
expression. 

This article entitled Cognitive Aspects of Musical Folklore proposes an 
approach to folklore from the perspective of musical cognition. As in other areas of 
knowledge, more and more rigor is required in explaining the phenomenology of 
musical folklore. Understanding the phenomenology of musical folklore consists of 
reducing one type of reality to another so that the nature of truth transpires even in 
the care that it is hiding, but in all cases, the same problem is that between the 
sensory and rational ratio. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the past decades, new research was conducted to put the bases for a theory 
regarding the brain functionality. This theory will explain the psychic processes of the 
brain and their specific forms of development and manifestation. The human brain, 
the most complex mechanism known in the world, functions as a centralized system 
that coordinates the whole activity of the body. The nervous system, whose role is to 
provide the human being with the best adaptation in his/her biological and social 
environment, operates as a system for receiving, transmitting, storing and processing 
information. From the perspective of cognitive sciences, the concept of information 
can have two meanings: 

- one that refers to a statistic of messages known to be formed by combining 
a finite number of signal types; 
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- the second refers to the organization of messages; the arrangement of the 
different types of signals belonging to a message corresponds to a configuration to 
which a meaning can be attached.  
In this way, the information that each message carries refers to the semantic 
information of the message; for example the message contained in a folkloric text 
(Kreindler, Apostol, 1976, p. 259). Thus, a theory was developed in which the nervous 
system would function as an automatic device based on input transducers, output 
transducers, inverse affinities, comparators, networks, memories, etc. (Idem, p. 257). 

Research in the field of neuropsychology has facilitated the development of 
corresponding maps with certain brain areas of functions; therefore it is possible to 
locate certain cognitive operations which reveal that musical skills are not a 
monolithic entity; hence the mechanism of musical execution lies in the left 
hemisphere of the brain and those related to the discursive language lie in the right 
hemisphere.  

Each of the hemispheres has a different but complementary role, so that 
functions such as rhythm, motif, and singing are primarily controlled by the left 
hemisphere; in terms of melodic expressiveness, timbre, tone, improvisation, musical 
emotion and creativity, they are controlled primarily by the right hemisphere 
(Athanasiu, 2003, p. 32). 

B. Krol underlines the important part of the right cerebral hemisphere in the 
case of performers (especially those who play string instruments) and is declaring that 
cerebral lobes play a significant role in the affective aspect of musical execution while 
the movements of the left hand are controlled by the left cerebral hemisphere (Apud 
Athanasiu, 2003, p. 25). In conclusion, we can say that musical functions appeal to 
various aspects of the brain function, association and coordination of cognitive and 
emotional functions. Neuropsychologist Douglas F. Watt confesses that music and art 
can be considered examples that show us how cognitive processes recruit primary 
emotions that they activate and with which they create a complex emotional life. In 
primitive society, most of the activities and events of some importance were 
accompanied by a certain type of music that was a necessity, a vital, intimate activity 
connected with the word and appeared not as recreational art but as an 
indispensable component of society, claiming a very active participation of the largest 
part of its members "(Athanasiu, 2003, p. 3). As a result of the activity and way of 
thinking characteristic to the human factor, traditional folklore is the music that was 
before the modernization process of art. Two essential components of the traditional 
music phenomenon, whether instrumental or vocal, are creativity and affectivity-
emotions.  Creativity, a term introduced in psychology by G.W. Allport is a notion 
under inscriptions such as inspiration, talent, imagination, creative fantasy; is defined 
by the ability of a person with musical skills (in the case of folklore, a lager, a 
rhapsode) to make original ensembles from an intrinsic motivation of an affective 
nature (Roco, 2001, p. 12). In this sense, we could say about creativity that it is closely 
related to emotion. In the conception of Michel and Bernadette Fustier (1988), 
creativity is related to art, personal behavior, interpersonal communication, 
education, inventions and scientific discoveries, meaning an inner freedom that 
makes original combinations using old ideas. In the context of musical folklore, 
creativity is in a permanent state of development during the performance of a 
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musical discourse; variations and changes in the melodic line, rhythm, ornamentation 
are often encountered and influenced by the emotional inner state of the performer. 
 A musical example that illustrates us how the performer's creativity 
develops through the highlighted variations: 

Cercel’s dance (Bartók, 1976, p. 124) 
 

 
 

Following this path, we can describe creativity as one of the fundamental 
conditions of human existence, not only biological and social (Potanga, 1974, p. 131). 
Cognitive factor of the artistic phenomenon, creativity is a dynamic process that 
makes a leap from a natural or social fact, individually or collectively, psychologically 
or cognitively, to an act of culture. 

Referring to the affective field, the headquarters of emotional life lie in the 
limbic system (the tonsillar nucleus). At the base of the skull of the human body there 
is the visceral brain that consists of a cluster of neurons called the cerebral trunk. This 
brain regulates the basic functions of the body and consists of two areas: the 
hippocampus and the amygdala. The amygdala nucleus reacts in times of crisis of the 
body, triggering an alarm system in the brain so that it can react correctly at a certain 
moment. Although the limbic system has a relative autonomy in relation to the 
rational brain in the case of stimuli that can trigger very strong emotions, there is a 
tendency of impulsive impulses or uncontrolled emotional reactions. 

Image: 
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However, socio-psychological psychology and anthropology consider the 

opposition between emotion and reason to be inaccurate, so that emotion implies an 
assessment by a subject about the significance of an event or life situation. We can 
say that emotion depends on the fact that a person is analyzing a situation through a 
personal value system (Roco, 2001, p. 136). On the way in which the emotion 
materializes in an artistic act, let us provide a clear example: 

- the sadness of a person who performs vocally a melody is revealed by 
executing a very slow vibrato that can not be controlled due to the momentary 
emotional state; 

- the presence of emotional accents that are related to the spoken language; 
- the variability of the creative process is influenced by the emotional state of 

the subject; usually the one who plays a song by which he/she expresses his/her 
sadness tends to highlight by employing ornaments, a glissando, or even repetitions, 
the sounds whose text corresponds to the emotional state of the performer. 

Starting from general human coordinates in order to discover the 
psychological mechanisms of music, psychology offers us new ways of exploring 
musical perception, memory, imagination, the creative process, affectivity, 
discovering the hidden values of the artistic act. One of the main elements of the 
perception of musical folklore is rhythm. In many cases in traditional music, we 
encounter certain independent rhythmic structures that supplement the melodic 
aspect of a musical moment.   

A good example may be the Habit of the Goat, when a drum often 
accompanied by a cry with a specific text is a musical act so often encountered in 
winter customs. We also notice how often it is the rhythm that reminds us of a song. 
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Regarding the aksak rhythm tracks (Brăiloiu, 1952) it is perceived from the 
point of view of the perception that the human cerebral activity perceives the main 
units of time namely: 

a) In the case of a 7-stroke rhythm, there are 3 main pulses: (2 + 2 + 3) or (3 
+ 2 + 2); 

Musical examples:      

 
 

               

 
 

a) In the case of a 10-beat rhythm, there are 4 main pulses (2 + 2 + 3 + 3). 
Music examples: 

 
 

 
 

  
 In terms of instrumental execution there is a lack of correspondence 
between the musical perception that the performer has about his interpretation 
during and after the execution and the sound reality generated by a rudimentary 
interpretation. In the case of non-intonational executions, the performers do not 
perceive their own interpretation as wrong either at the time of execution or in the 
event of subsequent listening to it. This phenomenon is due to dynamic stereotypes 
formed in the form of musical structures which denote that the performers heard 
their own interpretation as correct because this is the way they memorized into the 
cortex the instrumental melodies at the time of learning. 
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CASE STUDY 

In order to carry on this case study, we selected two relatively close relatives 

from different regions to interpret distinct traditional genres in terms of rhythm, 

melody and utility character, respectively. We selected two vocal interpretations and 

a play belonging to the dance and instrumental repertoire. 

Regarding the funeral ritual that binds vocal productions performed in group 

and individually (wailing that are played by several women at the moment of the 

ceremony and individual crimes) there is a music whose emotional content possesses 

certain properties of character corresponding to the person in a certain emotional 

state. As Brăiloiu described the wailing as a melodic outpouring of evil opinion, it fits 

psychologically in the music therapy of rites of passage as an active psychological 

process (it sings, it is miserable) as well as receptive because the participants at the 

rite listen to and are part of a process in which a kind of catharsis is realized, music 

activating inner resources that have the effect of emotional healing (Spătar, 2007, p. 

30).  

From the personal archive we selected two wailings, one for the mother and 

one for the son, through which we will observe some aspects of the importance of 

emotion as a generating element of a music ritual. Concerning the collection of the 

two crimes, it has been beneficial to discuss with the informant about the persons to 

whom the mumbles, the causes of death, the family situation are connected, so that a 

psychological environment has been created that helped the informant to remember 

the mockery and certain pillars of the text. It is still painful to remember the loss of 

her first child, when she was very young to begin to mourn at the funeral of her own 

son with her daughters. 

The informant is Pogor Valeria, 88 years old from Movileni, Iasi county; she 

sang this wailing to the death of the first child who passed away at the age of two; 

example from personal collections archive: 

Wailing for son 

Vasilică is bed time now/Mommy has to bath you son!/Vasilică is bed 

time now/Who is mummy going to sleep with?/Dear mommy’s sweetest 

eyes/Always shine above the stars/Dearest mummy’s eyebrows/It will grow 

from them sunflowers. 

 

Another very painful moment in the informant's life was the mother's death; 

related to this situation, the woman tells us that the tradition is that wailings are only 
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taken by women and generally executed by a close family member such as the 

mother or daughter of the deceased. Also, in this context, we declare that it is a kind 

of disrespect and a great shame not to mourn a person who has been dear to you, 

who may have died at a young age and with whom there is an affective connection 

like the link between mother and daughter. 

The informant is the same person, Pogor Valeria, 88 years old from Movileni, 
Iasi county; sang this wailing to the death of her mother, who died at the age of 58. 
 

Wailing for mother 

Dear mommy, traveling soul/Unfortunately you won’t return/Your caring 

hands, my dear mommy/Safest seen us grow/Dear mommy, traveling 

soul/Unfortunately you won’t return/From a long journey unknown/Where you have 

never been before/ From a long journey unknown/Where you have never been 

before/The whole life we live/We don’t think about death/We don’t think to heaven 

and hell/We are only concerned about money/Raise dear mother from the grave/And 

walk you again on the ground/Dear mommy, traveling soul/Unfortunately you won’t 

return. 

The melodic line is the same in both cases, as follows: 

 

 In the context of current archaic and traditional culture (from areas still not 
so contaminated by urbanization), music has no aesthetic or cultural application, 
being considered good or bad in order to obtain affective results generally belonging 
to the field of the sacred. (Cezar, 2003, p. 117). During the woman's mourning she 
begins to cry but surprisingly after she finishes the mourning she presents a detached 
attitude. This aspect shows an inner decrease of affective intensity towards the 
moment of artistic deployment. The affective factor is in fact the reason for the 
existence of the musical phenomenon as a physiological manifestation in the case of 
the disease (Suliţeanu, 1980, p.57).  
 Regarding our subject, sadness is characterized by a slow tempo of the 
wailing, a dull sound of voice and some dissonance (Ceclan, 2015, p. 159). By 
resorting to extramusic memory, we managed to enter into events that illustrate 
moments with a deep emotional load for the informant, thus stimulating the 
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remembering of the wailing songs. Analyzing what becomes music under the 
influence of time and culture, we can say that there are differences in regard to what 
it used to be 50 years ago; in this sense we declare that the music of our ancestors 
was predominantly rhythmic. In these cases, a rhythm merging with the melody and 
the text creates a connection between the cognitive and affective elements of the 
execution. The connection between text and music is an organic part of most of the 
traditional music, where the first sources are found (Suliţeanu, 1980, p. 75). 
 Regarding instrumental music, I selected a transcript from the violin 
repertoire I picked from an old man for whom music was one of the most important 

concerns of his life. Our violinist remembers with great excitement his first encounter 
with the violin when his uncle bought a violin in his childhood, although his mother 
did not agree that our informant would learn this occupation. The old man 
remembers how, for two years he went to the field to take care of his family cattle 
while he was teaching his ear to play the violin, thus being self-taught. Finally, with 
the support of the mother who accepts and understands the child's love for music, 
she decides to send him as an apprentice in another locality to a well-known fiddler to 
"perfect" his violin practice. During the seven weeks spent at the house of Romany 
violinist Puiu Marsodic, he remembers how, with four apprentice boys every day, the 
beggar played them a piece and  the boys had to learn by ear until the end of the day 
when Puiu Marsodic would listen to them to see which of them managed to get their 
melody.  
 Our subject tells us that during the 7 weeks spent as an apprentice he 
learned three songs, being the most talented of the five boys; overwhelmed by the 
emotion of remembering a moment of his life with a strong emotional load, he 
spontaneously started to play the violin and sang us the first song learnt from the 
lute: 

Musical example in a personal transcription; the informant is Cilica Achirim, 

82 years old from Dumitra, Bistrița-Năsăud county: 

Start dance 
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On the auditor's perception of our violinist we can say that it is classified into 

two possibilities of self-control: 
- The inverse afferent phenomenon (the execution organs transmit nerve 

impulses back to nerve centers); 
- The self-listening process occurs in our subject by keeping our eyes closed 

and the head bent to the violin, which suggests a special artistic sensitivity and a 
strong inner concentration (Suliţeanu, 1980, p 55). 
 Between the performer and his violin is established a certain relational 
process that materializes from the point of view of the musical perception by 
differentiating the instrument specific sound. About the melody our violinist 
proposes, his morphological structure is part of the instrumental repertoire of dance 
music. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The findings of changes in contemporary folklore or new folklore are of particular 
interest in knowing the current musical reality and clarifying some theoretical 
problems in connection with the development of creation and the renewal of 
tradition. By carefully analyzing 21st century music, we see how folklore almost 
disappears from the countryside, and once it arrives in the city, it becomes folkloric 
folk music in order to make the audience and the audience aware of the city. 

Analyzing the current state of evolution of musical folklore, there is a 
regression in the process of creating music through processes such as improvisation 
and variation phenomenon influenced by the following factors: 

- The habit of the performers of traditional music to learn new songs through 
media, radio, television, internet and others; in this case the originality and the 
peculiarities of the style are lost, while the oral character of folklore suffers; 

- The impressive number of traditional performances influences how folklore 
is approached, so that both instrumental and vocal performances, increasingly 
cultivated, organized according to principles borrowed from cult music, are 
promoted; 

- The tendency to imitate professional performers, which emphasizes the 
template of the artistic act; 

- The folklore's oral appeal in relation to the social-spiritual environment 
suffers;  

- Folklore loses its power to penetrate into the deepest layers of the human 
psyche, having the sole function of entertainment. 

Traditional music, as an object of ethnomusicology involves a multilateral 
psychological research in terms of the morphological structure, to the socio-historical 
conditions to the entire psychological field. Musical folklore binds around a human 
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model specific to folk culture, and field research remains a living phenomenon as long 
as land still offers authentic events. It is precisely in this context that the thorough 
knowledge of the ancestral values remains a solid starting point towards a sincere and 
faithful future.  Musical folklore is like a living being which changes from minute to 
minute, from moment to moment. 
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